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ABSTRACT

Although still a relatively recent phenomenon, mental health courts, including some specifically focused on juvenile offenders, have seen a significant upsurge in the past decade. Despite this upsurge, few comprehensive studies have been done on their effectiveness. This Note examines various aspects of juvenile mental health courts and analyzes interviews with two mental health court professionals: one judge and one program director. The Note concludes by outlining the most effective ways to ensure the success of juvenile mental health courts in the future.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The United States is facing a health-care crisis today that is worse than ever. Although the media’s focus surrounding the health-care debate has been on people who suffer from cancer and other common physical illnesses,1 perhaps nowhere is the health-care crisis more evident than in the mental health sector. This is in large part because, as mental health law expert Dr. Elyn Saks has pointed out, the two largest mental health institutions in the United States are the Los Angeles County Jail and Rikers Island Correctional Facility in New York City.2 This phenomenon is even more apparent in the juvenile justice system, where between 50 and 75% of all offenders suffer from mental illness.3

Some skeptics claim that mental health disorders are prevalent in the juvenile justice system because the criteria used to define conduct disorders are very similar to the general characteristics of delinquent offenders.4 However, even if conduct disorders are disregarded, juveniles

---

4 Jennie L. Shufelt & Joseph J. Cocozza, NAT’L CTR. FOR MENTAL HEALTH & JUVENILE JUSTICE, YOUTH WITH MENTAL HEALTH DISORDERS IN THE JUVENILE JUSTICE
with mental health disorders still account for a majority of all juvenile offenders. In fact, one study found that "66.3% of youth still met criteria for a mental health disorder other than conduct disorder." Still, many juveniles are in the system for drug-related offenses, and substance use disorders are often categorized as mental illnesses. After eliminating both conduct disorders and substance use disorders from the analysis, 45.5% of juvenile offenders met the criteria for a mental health disorder.

This Note addresses one of the purported solutions to the prevalence of mental health disorders in the juvenile justice system—specialized mental health courts—by examining its effectiveness and comparing it to other alternatives. Section II examines the history of the juvenile mental health court system, including a brief introduction of how the rehabilitative model of drug treatment courts served as a precursor for mental health courts and an overview of the emergence of mental health courts for adults and juveniles. Section III discusses a juvenile's role in the treatment process, juvenile decision-making capacity, and issues relating to the juvenile mental health system, including the prevalence of co-occurring disorders and the role of abuse in mental health disorders and delinquency. Finally, Section IV concludes by arguing that juvenile mental health courts should be incorporated into more justice systems across the country.

II. HISTORY OF THE JUVENILE JUSTICE MENTAL HEALTH COURT SYSTEM

In order to understand how juvenile mental health courts emerged, one must understand the history of the juvenile justice system. Juvenile courts first began to operate separately from the regular criminal justice system at the beginning of the twentieth century. Juvenile courts were given wide discretion to determine the fate of juveniles under the state's

---

5 Geary, supra note 3, at 677 ("Although many delinquents are deemed simply socially maladjusted by the juvenile justice system, a considerable portion of these children have serious, diagnosable emotional disturbances.").

6 SHUFELT ET AL., supra note 4.

7 Id.

8 Id.

parens patriae power. The mission of these courts was to provide juveniles with individualized treatment tailored to their specific needs. Juvenile courts took a more rehabilitative approach than traditional criminal courts, focusing on reformation rather than punishment.

As a result of this paternalistic system, hearings were kept confidential and records were limited. Meanwhile, juveniles were afforded fewer due process protections than adults: they had no access to lawyers and were not entitled to a jury trial. Similarly, the rules of evidence were not applicable in juvenile courtrooms.

Juvenile courts focused more on the life and circumstances of the offender than on the nature of the offense. The courts were assisted by social workers and they utilized psychological principles to determine what treatment options were in the best interest of the juvenile offender. The broad discretion given to juvenile court judges was supposed to provide the necessary flexibility to diagnose and treat juveniles who might have a variety of different needs.

However, this discretion was often abused, and by the 1960s, the public grew dissatisfied with the perceived leniency of juvenile courts in the wake of rising juvenile crime rates. In 1967, perhaps in part because of this criticism, the United States Supreme Court ruled in In re Gault, that juveniles had the right to notice of charges, to be represented by an attorney, to confront and cross-examine witnesses, and the privilege against self-incrimination. In Gault, the parents of a fifteen-year-old boy, who had been committed to an Arizona detention center as a juvenile delinquent, filed a petition for a writ of habeas corpus, alleging a violation of the minor's due process rights. The United States Supreme Court

---

10 Id. at 695. Parens patriae refers to the public policy power of the state to act on behalf of any child or individual, often against abusive or neglectful parents.
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13 Id. at 825.
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16 Id.
17 Id.
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19 See Geary, supra note 3, at 674.
20 In re Gault, 387 U.S. 1 (1967).
21 Id. at 4.
reversed the Arizona Supreme Court's denial of the writ, holding that the Fourteenth Amendment and the Bill of Rights do not solely protect adults and that due process of law is "the primary and indispensable foundation of individual freedom."\textsuperscript{22}

By eliminating some of the procedural differences between juvenile courts and the adult criminal justice system, \textit{Gault} caused the two systems to converge in many respects.\textsuperscript{23} The juvenile justice system became more focused on the culpability of juvenile offenders.\textsuperscript{24} Since \textit{Gault}, reforms have imposed mandatory minimum sentences, made it easier for juveniles to be transferred to adult court, and reduced confidentiality provisions.\textsuperscript{25} Increasingly, the juvenile justice system became less and less distinguishable from the criminal justice system.

A. DRUG TREATMENT COURTS

Despite the public backlash against the perceived leniency in the juvenile justice system, there was also an increasing belief that the traditional system was not appropriate for all offenders.\textsuperscript{26} In the late 1980s, this sentiment led to the establishment of the first set of specialized drug courts in Miami, Florida, which were designed "to address the 'underlying problems of drug crimes—drug use and drug addiction.'"\textsuperscript{27} However, not every drug offender is able to take advantage of this new system. Drug offenders only become eligible if community officials determine that they have a strong chance of recovery and are not a serious threat to society.\textsuperscript{28} Like the early juvenile court system, drug courts put a strong emphasis on rehabilitation.\textsuperscript{29} As soon as possible after their first appearance in a drug treatment court, offenders are placed in intensive drug treatment programs.\textsuperscript{30} In some jurisdictions, offenders are transported directly from the court to the treatment center; in others, the treatment providers are present in the courtroom to enroll them immediately.\textsuperscript{31} Offenders are

\textsuperscript{22} Id. at 20.
\textsuperscript{23} Geary, \textit{supra} note 3, at 674.
\textsuperscript{24} Id.
\textsuperscript{25} Id. at 675.
\textsuperscript{26} Id. at 681–82.
\textsuperscript{27} Id.
\textsuperscript{28} Id.
\textsuperscript{29} Id. at 683.
\textsuperscript{30} Id.
\textsuperscript{31} Peggy Fulton Hora, William G. Schma & John T.A. Rosenthal, \textit{Therapeutic Jurisprudence and the Drug Treatment Court Movement: Revolutionizing the Criminal Justice
expected to own up to their substance abuse problems and to make a commitment to the recovery process. Treatment programs usually involve three to four phases consisting of detoxification, stabilization, aftercare, and/or educational counseling. Progress is monitored through frequent, or in some cases daily, urine samples. Empirical studies of these courts' effectiveness are encouraging. There is evidence that drug treatment courts have precipitated a decline in recidivism rates as well as a decline in expenditures in the criminal justice system.

Soon after the first drug treatment courts were established, some jurisdictions began to incorporate the model into their juvenile justice system. While these courts were originally structured much like their counterparts in the criminal justice system, administrators quickly began to realize that developmental differences between adolescents and adults, in areas such as judgment and impulse control, made some adjustments necessary. In addition, fewer juveniles in the system were re-offending and it was thought that intervention would be more likely to succeed. As a result, more emphasis was placed on getting juveniles' families and schools involved in the treatment process and getting youth involved in the community.

B. THE BEGINNING OF SPECIALIZED MENTAL HEALTH COURTS

One scholar defined therapeutic jurisprudence as "the use of social science to study the extent to which a legal rule or practice promotes the


32 Id. at 472–73.
33 Id. at 475.
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35 Geary, supra note 3, at 683.
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Advocates of therapeutic jurisprudence looked for ways in which the law could be used as a "therapeutic agent." One such method was establishing specialized mental health courts. Proponents of mental health courts hoped they would help address problems such as prison overcrowding, an increasing rate of homelessness among the mentally ill, and the high rate of recidivism among mentally ill offenders. Mental health courts are generally structured in one of two ways: one drops or suspends criminal charges when an offender is assigned to a treatment program and the other requires the offender to enter a guilty plea before being assigned to a treatment program.

The Orange County Opportunity Court Program (Opportunity Court), located in Santa Ana, California, uses the latter system. Offenders must be eighteen years old or older and have entered a guilty plea or admitted a probation violation to qualify. Although participation is strictly voluntary, oftentimes the only alternative is incarceration. In entering the program, offenders agree to random drug tests and unannounced home visits. Furthermore, offenders who fail to appear in court can be arrested and incarcerated. The presiding judge makes the final determination as to who can participate in the program.

Another requirement for entering the program is a diagnosis of an Axis I disorder. There is no standardized screening process; sometimes people are admitted based on previous diagnoses made by their doctors, and sometimes they are admitted based on evaluations by the Healthcare Agency, an organization affiliated with the Opportunity Court. Many
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42 See id. at 680.
43 Id. at 682.
44 Id. at 683.
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46 Interview with James Mahar, Dir., Orange Cnty. Opportunity Court Program, in Santa Ana, Cal. (May 8, 2013).
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offenders who are admitted have both Axis I and Axis II diagnoses.\textsuperscript{54} Sex offenders and offenders with severe violent tendencies are not allowed to enter the program.\textsuperscript{55}

The proceedings at the Opportunity Court are different from standard criminal proceedings. Admitted offenders are required to make regular appearances throughout their participation, usually about once a week during the first part of the program and then about once a month when they are further along in the program. By the time an offender completes the program, the judge usually becomes well acquainted with him or her.\textsuperscript{56} The program has four phases: Orientation and Treatment Plan Development, Early Recovery, Active Recovery, and Sustaining Recovery; and a minimum of eighteen months of commitment is required to complete the program.\textsuperscript{57}

The Opportunity Court’s scene is much different than one that takes place in a typical criminal courthouse. The District Attorney (DA) and the Public Defender (PD) rarely speak during the proceeding. In fact, sometimes the DA does not even attend the proceedings.\textsuperscript{58} The PD is required to attend all of the sessions, but speaks only in rare instances, such as when an offender wants to be transferred out of the program.\textsuperscript{59} Instead, much of the exchange occurs between the offender and the judge. Oftentimes, following an exchange of pleasantries with an offender, the judge compliments the offender on his or her progress. A probation officer is always present and compliments the offender’s progress as well.

In many cases, a treatment professional joins the chorus of positive reinforcement. However, treatment professionals provided to offenders often come from outside the court system because of the court’s limited funding.\textsuperscript{60} Although these outside professionals are allowed to attend the proceedings, many of them are not familiar with the legal process.\textsuperscript{61} The unfortunate result is that many offenders end up without the person who is perhaps the most informed about the progress they have been making during the proceedings. Regardless of a treatment professionals’ presence, all participants are required to sign Health Insurance Portability and

\textsuperscript{54} Id.
\textsuperscript{55} Id.
\textsuperscript{56} Id.
\textsuperscript{57} Id.
\textsuperscript{58} Interview with James Mahar, supra note 46.
\textsuperscript{59} Id.
\textsuperscript{60} Id.
\textsuperscript{61} Id.
Accountability Act (HIPAA) waivers, which allow the courts to access their medical records. An offender's original offense is almost never mentioned during a proceeding. Instead, the discussion is focused on the offender's treatment process. In addition, the judge discusses other aspects of the offender's life, such as jobs, exercise programs, or volunteer coaching that the offender is involved with.

The judge will also encourage offenders to pursue educational opportunities. For example, in one case, after praising a young offender for the work he had been doing to receive his high school diploma, the judge recommended going to a community college afterward. In cases where less progress has been made, the judge will often say that the offender is "struggling" rather than directly refer to the his or her non-compliance, but will sometimes order the offender to do community service or go to an overnight rehabilitation program. The judge can also order an offender to write an essay to be read aloud in court or demote him or her to an earlier treatment phase. For more serious violations, the judge can expel offenders from the program and/or order their incarceration.

Throughout the proceedings, the judge repeatedly comments on the offender's potential. There is a sense of camaraderie in the courtroom and the judge often asks for the courtroom to give a round of applause at the end of a proceeding. Group counseling is frequently mandated for offenders as part of the treatment plan. Those who helped others during the treatment process are praised. A graduation, which occurs following successful completion of the program, is a particularly exciting time. At one woman’s graduation, she was flanked by family and congratulated by other participants. She read an emotional speech and her probation officer recited an inspirational quote, which the officer had picked out because she thought it best represented the client. After discussing all the progress she had made, the judge reduced her felony to a misdemeanor and dismissed the misdemeanor, wishing her well in her future endeavors.

62 Summary of the HIPAA Privacy Rule, U.S. DEPARTMENT HEALTH & HUM. SERVS., http://www.hhs.gov/ocr/privacy/hipaa/understanding/summary/privacysummary.pdf (last visited Mar. 16, 2014) (explaining that HIPAA protects individuals' health information by limiting the circumstances in which it may be disclosed by covered entities, such as health care providers).
63 Interview with James Mahar, supra note 46.
64 Handbook, supra note 48, at 20.
65 Id.
66 Id.
The Opportunity Court has been in existence since 2002 and, so far, it has seen a great deal of success.\(^6\) In 2013, rates of re-arrest were only 28.8\% and rates of re-conviction were only 26.7\%.\(^6\) Although there was no control group studied for the mental health courts, the control group of people that were eligible for, but did not participate in, the drug courts had a recidivism rate of 74\%.\(^6\) Furthermore, the Opportunity Court has been very successful in terms of cost-savings.\(^7\) In its twelve years of existence, it has saved nearly $7,380,000 in jail and prison bed costs.\(^7\)

Mental illness is more common among juvenile offenders than it is among adult offenders.\(^7\) Juveniles that enter the juvenile justice system are far more likely than their peers to suffer from mental illness and learning disabilities.\(^7\) While it is estimated that about 16\% of adults in the criminal justice system suffer from mental illness,\(^7\) experts put the prevalence of psychiatric disorders in the juvenile justice system between 50 and 75\%.\(^7\) Because of their mental health disorders, many juvenile offenders may be incompetent to stand trial.\(^7\) The test for competency, established in \textit{Dusky v. United States}, looks to whether a defendant “has sufficient present ability to consult with his lawyer with a reasonable degree of rational understanding-and whether he has a rational as well as factual understanding of the proceedings against him.”\(^7\) It is not enough that the person is conscious of time and place and has some recollection of events.\(^7\) In addition, the rates of juvenile admission to mental health facilities have greatly increased in the past few decades.\(^7\) Child abuse and
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neglect are also on the rise.\textsuperscript{80}

The differing levels of mental illness among adults and juveniles is just one of many reasons that the convergence of the juvenile justice system and the regular criminal justice system is problematic.\textsuperscript{81} The convergence of the two systems, however, makes specialized juvenile mental health courts seem especially necessary. Mental illness is almost twice as common among juvenile offenders than it is among adult offenders, yet juveniles are subjected to similar criminal procedures and can sometimes receive even harsher sentences than adults.\textsuperscript{82}

\textbf{C. EMERGENCE OF JUVENILE MENTAL HEALTH COURTS}

Despite the prevalence of mental illness among juvenile offenders, the earliest mental health courts were created only for adults.\textsuperscript{83} The first one was established in Broward County, Florida in 1997.\textsuperscript{84} Subsequently, several more were established across the country.\textsuperscript{85} However, juvenile courts were slow to catch on.\textsuperscript{86}

The first juvenile court was the Court for the Individualized Treatment of Adolescents (CITA), which was established in Santa Clara, California in 2001.\textsuperscript{87} CITA offers a one-year treatment program to juveniles who suffer from disorders “that have a clear biological cause,” including attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, bipolar disorder, and severe depression.\textsuperscript{88} These diagnoses are made during the initial screening administered to all juveniles upon arrival at the juvenile detention center.\textsuperscript{89} Juveniles are screened using the Massachusetts Youth Screening

\textsuperscript{80}Id.
\textsuperscript{81}See, e.g., Kelly Richards, What Makes Juvenile Offenders Different from Adult Offenders?, 409 TRENDS & ISSUES CRIME & CRIM. JUST. 1 (2011) (discussing important differences between juvenile offenders and adult offenders in Australia).
\textsuperscript{82}Trymaine Lee, Juvenile Offenders Sentenced To Life Can Face Harsher Treatment Than Adults: Report, HUFFINGTON POST (May 16, 2012), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/05/15/juvenile-offenders-life-sentence-_n_1519298.html.
\textsuperscript{84}Id.
\textsuperscript{85}Id.
\textsuperscript{86}Id.
\textsuperscript{87}Id. at 2.
\textsuperscript{88}Geary, supra note 3, at 688–89.
\textsuperscript{89}Id. at 689.
Instrument (MAYSI), a tool developed in 2000 by Richard Barnum and Thomas Grisso. The MAYSI measures seven different domains: Alcohol/Drug Use, Angry/Irritable, Depressed/Anxious, Somatic Complaints, Suicide Ideation, Thought Disturbance, and Traumatic Experiences.

Admission to the juvenile mental health court does not necessarily mean that a juvenile will not be incarcerated. Although the majority of juveniles admitted are not imprisoned, they are given electronic bracelets while they undergo treatment. The treatment programs are determined by the court’s mental health coordinator, and the juveniles return to the court every thirty to ninety days for judicial review until they successfully complete their programs, at which time they are released and the charges against them are dismissed.

The second juvenile mental health court to be established, the Los Angeles Juvenile Mental Health Court, determines a juvenile’s eligibility based on a variety of factors including the juvenile’s record, the nature of the offense, the existence of a diagnosed mental disorder or developmental disability, and the ability to communicate with an attorney. Unlike some other courts, the Los Angeles Juvenile Mental Health Court does not categorically exclude any type of offender from eligibility.

Cases often come to the mental health court after being referred by one of the delinquency courts in Los Angeles. Upon referral, a juvenile offender is evaluated by two University of California, Los Angeles doctors—a clinical psychologist and a psychiatrist. The case is then presented to all members of the mental health team, which includes the doctors, the judge, the DA, the PD, two probation officers, and an

---
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94 Geary, supra note 3, at 690 n.136.
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educational liaison. The doctors present their diagnoses of the juvenile and the rest of the mental health team has a chance to ask questions. The judge and the DA both have the power to veto a juvenile’s admission into the program. This power is rarely used, but when it is used, it is usually only in cases of attempted murder and when there is entrenched gang involvement and the juvenile has no desire to break out of the involvement.

After an offender is determined to be eligible and accepts the jurisdiction of the court, a team of mental health professionals, school administrators, and probation officers determine the individual’s treatment plan. The probation officer and a school-court liaison oversee the treatment process, while the psychologist and the psychiatrist continue to play an active role. Judges, assisted by mental health professionals, educational and service providers, and representatives from the DA’s office and the PD’s office, monitor an offender’s progress for the duration of the program until it is successfully completed and the charges against the offender are dismissed. As with the Orange County Community Court, HIPAA waivers need to be signed to give the mental health team access to a juvenile’s health records. The program is designed to last two years, but it can be shorter or longer depending on the juvenile’s needs and level of progress.

Since the establishment of the courts in Los Angeles and Santa Clara, nine other juvenile mental health courts have been established. While most of these mental health courts are administered by the juvenile court system, others are administered by the probation department or the family services agency. In many cases, eligibility to participate in these courts is limited to juveniles with the most serious mental illnesses. Most exclude juveniles who suffer only from a conduct disorder or an
oppositional defiant disorder. Although it is too early to conduct a full-scale assessment of the effectiveness of juvenile mental health courts, early reports are encouraging.

However, these specialized courts are not necessarily the only adequate way to address the alarming rate of mental illness among juvenile offenders. In fact, one scholar suggests that “[c]reating a network of juvenile mental health courts large enough to serve such a large proportion of the juvenile offender population seems unwise and entirely unnecessary in light of the existing juvenile justice system’s potential to do the same.” There are problems with attempting to implement mental health programs into the broader criminal justice system. James Mahar, Director of the Opportunity Court, notes that the criminal justice system is slow and is not equipped to immediately respond to offenders’ needs. One of the strengths of the collaborative court system is that it is able to respond quickly with a therapeutic response tailored to the offender’s needs.

III. JUVENILES IN THE TREATMENT PROCESS

A. THE ROLE OF A JUVENILE

A rehabilitative approach cannot be successful unless these courts adequately address the needs of the juvenile offenders. Perhaps the most obvious way to do so is to let juveniles play an active role in the process. Indeed, evidence suggests that allowing a juvenile to play an active role in the treatment process enhances the therapeutic effect. As Richard Barnum and Thomas Grisso point out, “[a]n offender is more likely to have a positive response to treatment when he or she is able to take responsibility for the behavior that the treatment aims to change.”

---
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112 Geary, supra note 3, at 691.
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114 Interview with James Mahar, supra note 46.
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However, determining when it is appropriate for the law to allow juveniles to make their own decisions is easier said than done. Oftentimes it is hard to know when a juvenile’s decisions are truly voluntary. The dual issues presented by youth and mental illness confound this problem. For example, mentally ill adults who are found to be incompetent to stand trial are often treated until their competence is restored. However, when a juvenile is found to be incompetent to stand trial, incompetence is often the result of not only mental illness, but also developmental immaturity, which cannot be restored. Therefore, it is important to determine what functional deficits a juvenile faces, how these deficits might interfere with the juvenile’s ability to take part in proceedings, and whether these deficits are likely to be restored with treatment. One study found that about one-third of eleven to thirteen-year-olds and about one-fifth of fourteen to fifteen-year-olds are as “impaired in capacities relevant to adjudicative competence as are seriously mentally ill adults who would likely be considered incompetent to stand trial.” These figures demonstrate the likelihood that a large number of juvenile’s competency to stand trial cannot be restored.

Currently, inquiries regarding a juvenile’s competency to stand trial focus on understanding and fail to take other factors, such as decisional competency, into account. This may be a result of not only cognitive differences between juveniles and adults, but also differences in what Thomas Grisso calls “psychosocial maturation.” Because juveniles often lack decisional competency, they may make choices that they would not make later in life when their brains are further developed.

See, e.g., COCOZZA ET AL., supra note 83, at 5 (“Given the mental health status of youth participants, their status as minors, and the stress and uncertainty associated with their contact with the juvenile justice system, concerns have been raised about a youth’s ability to make informed, independent decisions about whether to participate and whether participation is truly voluntary.”).

Wong, supra note 76, at 179.
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Judge Hill of the Los Angeles Juvenile Mental Health Court (LA JMHC) notes that juvenile incompetency is a particularly difficult issue because their lack of competency is often a result of immaturity rather than mental illness. The LA JMHC does not automatically exclude incompetent juveniles, although dealing with incompetent juveniles was not the original mission of the court. Part of the problem is that incompetent juveniles are not wards of the court and cannot be put on probation, so it is hard for them to be incorporated into the program. Currently, there is no formal restoration program for juveniles. However, the LA JMHC is working to establish such a program, and a panel of judges who have been tasked with writing reports about competence have been vetted.

Because competency determinations are expensive and lack of competency is prevalent before the age of fourteen, avoiding regular criminal trials for youth in that age group may be advisable. Courts have often considered competency standards to be lower in juvenile courts than in regular criminal courts because they are, in theory, less punitive.

Because mental health courts generally focus on an offender's situation rather than the circumstances of the offense, it is less important to ensure that the offender understands certain procedural aspects of the case in a mental health court. In a standard criminal trial, whether in adult or juvenile court, offenders probably cannot adequately defend themselves if they do not understand the elements of the crime for which they are charged and whether their acts meet those elements. It is also probably important for an offender to understand what evidence is admissible. However, in a trial at a mental health court, the rules of evidence are less strict, and the trial focuses on the offender's behavior and treatment rather than on the elements of the crime. Therefore, it may be most important for an offender to understand his or her own behavior rather than court procedures. Furthermore, the offender has less to lose by being unable to assist himself in trial because the outcome is designed to help rather than punish the offender.

In addition to instituting a minimum age for trying juveniles in

126 Interview with the Hon. Christina Hill, supra note 96.
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criminal court, trying mentally ill juveniles who are above the minimum age in mental health courts would help the complex issues surrounding competency to stand trial. If juveniles who are not competent to stand trial due to mental illness are taken out of the criminal justice system, it would be easier to determine who is not competent to stand trial because of youth and immaturity. Futile attempts to restore competency where competency cannot be restored would be less likely.

Not all mental health courts serve offenders who are incompetent to stand trial. Mahar notes that the Opportunity Court used to serve lower-functioning offenders who had conservators representing their interests. However, many conservators felt that the court was too punitive and fought against the court on everything it tried to do. Oftentimes, Mahar felt that the conservators were enabling the offenders' bad behavior. This is unfortunate, but could probably be changed if conservators are educated about the program.

B. JUVENILE DECISION-MAKING CAPACITY

The issues involved in determining a juvenile's competency to stand trial are also implicated in the determination of a juvenile's capacity to make decisions regarding his or her treatment. Traditionally, the law limited juveniles' autonomy regarding their medical treatment. Usually parents, rather than juveniles, are allowed to make medical decisions. However, when a state believes that parents are not acting in the best interests of their child, it can step in and exercise its parens patriae power.

The law's presumption that juveniles are not capable of making their own medical decisions is not based on scientific evidence. In fact, an increasing number of studies indicate that adolescents possess a decision-making capacity comparable to that of adults. In one study, researchers asked a group of ninth grade students to list qualities in a health care provider that would affect their decision to seek treatment. The
researchers found a high level of thoughtful and mature perceptions in the students’ responses.\textsuperscript{140} A similar study found that the “independent effect that health care providers’ interpersonal style can have on adolescent patient satisfaction” is similar to that of adult patients.\textsuperscript{141} Another study examined the difference in medical decision-making ability among participants aged nine, fourteen, eighteen, and twenty-one.\textsuperscript{142} It found the fourteen-year-old participants’ decision-making ability to be very similar to that of the eighteen-year-old and twenty-one-year-old participants.\textsuperscript{143} These studies support Swiss psychologist Jean Piaget’s theory of cognitive development: that by adolescence, most people reach the stage of formal operational thinking and have cognitive abilities similar to that of adults.\textsuperscript{144}

Some jurisdictions recognize that adolescents are sometimes capable of making autonomous decisions about their treatment. For example, a California court in \textit{In re Roger S.} held that adolescents aged fourteen years or older are entitled to “procedural due process in determining whether the minor is mentally ill or disordered.”\textsuperscript{145} This right cannot be waived by a parent or a guardian.\textsuperscript{146} Similarly, Pennsylvania allows adolescents to voluntarily commit themselves to treatment without parental consent.\textsuperscript{147} By and large, however, the law has not caught up to the scientific realities of adolescent decision-making capacity.

C. TRANSLATING COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT INTO DECISION-MAKING CAPACITY

Conducting a proper assessment of a juvenile’s capacity to consent requires knowledge of cognitive development and decision-making

\textsuperscript{141} Id.
\textsuperscript{143} Lois A. Weithorn & Susan B. Campbell, \textit{The Competency of Children and Adolescents to Make Informed Treatment Decisions}, 53 \textit{CHILD DEV.} 1589, 1589 (1982).
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Courts have struggled to determine what decisions juveniles are capable of making and, as a result, there are many incongruities in the law. In some cases, a fourteen-year-old child can be tried as an adult in criminal court, but can be found unable to consent to medical treatment. An emancipated fifteen-year-old child can consent to medical treatment, while a fifteen-year-old child under parental guardianship cannot consent to treatment regardless of his or her maturity level. And yet a fifteen-year-old parent can consent to their child’s medical treatment or put the child up for adoption. In addition, a fifteen-year-old child can make decisions related to treatment of a sexually transmitted disease, but not for all complications that may result from it. The difficulty of determining a juvenile’s decision-making capacity is further complicated when the juvenile suffers from mental illness.

In certain situations, the law has given parents little deference when their children’s well-being is at stake. Early in the nineteenth century, long before the beginning of the modern juvenile justice system, authorities often placed children in orphanages if they determined that their parents were providing inadequate supervision, moral training, or financial support under the theory that children should not be punished for their parents’ misfortune. Eventually, various institutions, such as houses of refuge and orphan asylums, were established for these children, which in some ways were the underpinnings of the modern juvenile justice system. Parents did not play an important role in the process because juvenile delinquency was thought to be the result of a lack of family discipline, and juveniles in these institutions were thought to be beyond their parents’ control.

When it comes to health care, however, the Supreme Court has generally given parents considerable discretion in making decisions about
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their children's treatment. In holding that parents have a broad right to determine the best medical treatment for their children, the Court adhered to "Western civilization concepts of the family as a unit with broad parental authority over minor children" and found that parents have a "high duty to recognize symptoms of illness and to seek and follow medical advice." 

Justice Brennan, in his dissenting opinion, joined by Justices Marshall and Stevens, argued that the Court was giving too much deference to parental decision-making. He argued that the state has a special obligation to protect the rights of children, noting that "[p]arents may be free to become martyrs themselves[, but] it does not follow they are free, in identical circumstances, to make martyrs of their children before they have reached the age of full and legal discretion when they can make that choice for themselves." Justice Brennan also pointed out that several studies have shown that parents often make decisions to institutionalize their children based on hardships in the family or on other factors that are unrelated to their children's mental health needs. Furthermore, he pointed out that even when parents do have their children's best interests in mind, they are often ill informed about the treatment options available to them. As a result, he argued, giving complete deference to parental authority could undermine a child's due process rights.

Despite Justice Brennan's strenuous objections, modern day jurisprudence seems to support giving significant deference to parents when it comes to their children's treatment. The fact that courts have traditionally given parents little deference when it comes to administering juvenile justice and significant deference when it comes to mental health treatment poses an interesting challenge for juvenile mental health courts. At the LA JMHC, parents sometimes strenuously object to the possibility of their children receiving psychotropic drugs. The court tries to educate
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the parents on the benefits of the medication, but occasionally, when parents are adamant in their opposition, a child is not accepted into the jurisdiction of the court on the belief that he or she will not receive the full benefits of the program.\footnote{167}

Although a state has a legitimate interest in exercising its parens patriae power over parental objections in certain situations, parents and other family members still have an important role to play in a juvenile’s treatment process. In order to hold offenders accountable, it is important that they have people whose opinions they value expressing both their disappointment and continued faith in the offender.\footnote{168} This process, known as re-integrative shaming, helps to prevent reoffending and to promote the success of the treatment process.\footnote{169}

Family involvement often affects even an adult offender’s success in the program. One woman at the Opportunity Court repeatedly noted that she never could have successfully completed the program without her brother who constantly helped and encouraged her throughout the program. Another offender was unable to complete the program, in part because his mother encouraged his destructive behavior, even purchasing him a hotel room so that he had a place to abuse drugs.\footnote{170} For juveniles, family involvement is even more important because they tend to depend on their families in their day-to-day lives. In addition, parents are often ordered to attend court sessions with juveniles. Therefore, it is important that families remain actively engaged in the judicial process, especially when the offender is a juvenile.

D. PREVALENCE OF CO-OCCURRING DISORDERS

Another important issue when addressing mental health disorders in the juvenile justice system is the high rate of co-occurring disorders, particularly substance use disorders. One study found that almost 60\% of juveniles who have mental health disorders also have substance use disorders.\footnote{171} In fact, two mental health courts in the United States limit eligibility to juveniles who suffer from both mental illness and substance
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use disorders. It is important that youth suffering from co-occurring mental health and substance use disorders receive adequate treatment for both. One study found that drug courts can be effective in combating both disorders. The study examined seventeen juvenile drug courts and found a 60% decline in scaled indicators of emotional problems and difficulties with self-control. Mental health courts can also be effective in treating both problems if they incorporate drug treatment programs into their procedures.

Co-occurring disorders are probably even more prevalent among adult offenders. Mahar estimates that about 99% of the court's Monday through Wednesday population have co-occurring disorders. The fact that drug abuse becomes even more prevalent among mentally ill offenders later in life demonstrates the importance of early treatment of drug disorders.

E. THE ROLE OF ABUSE IN MENTAL HEALTH DISORDERS AND DELINQUENCY

When addressing the mental health needs of youth in the juvenile justice system, it is important to consider that many delinquent juveniles have been abused. A history of abuse is particularly common among females, who constitute a steadily increasing share of the juvenile justice system. Oftentimes, juvenile girls with a history of abuse respond by running away, becoming truant, and engaging in high-risk sexual behavior, causing them to be labeled as delinquent. In addition, a history of abuse can often lead to emotional problems. One study suggests that over 75% of juvenile girls labeled as delinquent are victims
of sexual abuse. It is therefore important that mental health courts be sensitive to the needs of abuse victims. Although they have access to a client's medical records, the Opportunity Court does not seek people's "deepest darkest secrets about when they were molested." Instead, if the court wants to find out why an offender is struggling during the program, it asks the treatment professionals general questions about whether the offender is having difficulties in his or her personal life. That way, the court can recognize that an offender is going through a difficult time without re-traumatizing or embarrassing the offender.

IV. CONCLUSION: THE FUTURE OF JUVENILE MENTAL HEALTH COURTS

Early signs of success among the existing mental health courts offer a lot of hope for the mental health court model. Mental health courts have the potential to reduce recidivism and cut costs by reducing the number of people who are incarcerated. Specifically, juvenile mental health courts have the greatest potential to do this because providing treatment for a mentally ill juvenile early in life, when criminal behavior starts to emerge, will have a lasting impact. However, there are a few measures that must be taken to ensure that these courts reach their full potential.

First, given the fact that juvenile mental health courts focus more on offenders than their offenses, they should not categorically exclude any class of offenders. Many offenders for whom the program is most successful have committed offenses that would, in some mental health courts, exclude them from eligibility. Furthermore, eligibility should be limited to offenders with Axis I disorders, but should not have any other blanket restrictions. Other offenders might be excluded on an individual basis after an evaluation by the mental health team, as some offenders with entrenched gang involvement are at the LA JMHC. Offenders should
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only be excluded sparingly, however, to ensure mental health courts’ potential for success with a wide variety of offenders.

Second, it is important that courts implement a standardized screening process so that they are consistent in accepting and treating all offenders equally. The MAYSI has already been implemented successfully in Santa Clara County and could be used for other juvenile mental health courts across the country. The MAYSI can help identify which juveniles have Axis I disorders and are most likely to be the ones who mental health courts are designed to help.

Third, courts should recognize that juveniles, particularly adolescents, often have a well-developed decision-making capacity given that numerous studies have shown that they are capable of making mature treatment decisions. Although judges should have the final say regarding a juvenile’s treatment plan, the juvenile’s own voice should be heard, and he or she should be encouraged to play an active role in his or her treatment. The likelihood of success likely will be greater when a juvenile takes more responsibility for his or her treatment. If the MAYSI, or a similar test, is implemented in the screening process, it will help to determine each individual’s actual capacity.

Fourth, due to the prevalence of co-occurring disorders, drug treatment must be an integral part of the treatment program. For offenders with co-occurring disorders, addressing only one disorder would be inadequate. Drug tests and medication can decrease drug use and lead to fewer emotional problems and better self-control.

Fifth, treatment professionals who work closely with offenders during the program should be part of the court system in order to ensure that the offenders are treated equally and that they all have people who can
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speak to their mental health progress during the proceedings. Although this is often difficult because of the limited funding available to mental health courts, providing these professionals should be made a priority.

Sixth, courts should implement procedures for dealing with offenders with a history of abuse to ensure that they are not embarrassed or re-traumatized. Court guidelines should direct judges to ask more general questions to offenders and treatment professionals rather than questions about their abuse history.

Seventh, the importance of family involvement in the process should be recognized and families should be encouraged to play a supportive role and to provide positive reinforcement in the treatment process. The treatment process can be long and arduous, and many offenders cannot make it through the process without the support of someone close to them.

Finally, conservators should be educated about the treatment process and how the mental health courts work, so they are better able to act as decision makers and advocates for the offenders. Getting conservators more involved in mental health courts could allow the courts to accept more offenders who are deemed incompetent.

The eleven mental health courts currently in existence across the country provide a good start to battling the criminalization of juvenile mental illness. However, given the prevalence of mental illness among juvenile offenders, eleven is far from enough. The successes of existing juvenile and adult mental health courts should provide encouragement for their expansion, and future courts can, in large part, model themselves after the existing mental health courts. At the same time, future courts can learn from the shortcomings of the existing courts and continue to improve upon the rehabilitative model.